














































Test 
1. The box… on the table.
a) are
b) is
2. They … in the pencil-box.
a) are
b) is
3. There … some plums on the plate.
a) are
b) is
4. There… not any juice in the bottle.
a) are
b) is
5. Is there … butter in the fridge?
a) some 
b) any 
6. Ann … got a parrot. What about you?
a) have
b) has
7. Tom and Ann … got a lot of friends.
a) have
b) has



8. Denis and Taras … pupils of the fifth form.
a) are
b) is
9. Oleg and Maria … Art and Physical Training.
a) likes
b) like
10. Anastasia… English.
a) likes
b) like
11. Taras … the piano every day.
a) doesn’t plays
b) doesn’t play
12. What subjects .. you like?
a) does
b) do
13. Maths is … subject for him.
a) the most difficult 
b) the most easy
14. Look! He … chess with his friend.
a) play,
b) is playing,
c) plays
d) are playing
15. He … a book yesterday.
a) didn’t took
b) didn’t take



                                            An apple tree

There lived a rich farmer who had a friend. His friend had very good 
apple trees. One day his friend gave the farmer a young apple tree 
and told him that he could take it home and plant the tree. The farmer 
was very happy. When he came home, he didn’t know where to plant 
the tree. He thought: “ If I plant the tree far from my house, somebody 
will take my apples. If I plant it near my house, my children will take 
the apples”. So he planted the tree in the forest where nobody could 
see it. But there was too little sun and the tree died. When the 
farmer’s friend heard of it, he asked the farmer why the tree was in a 
bad place. “Where could I plant it?” asked the farmer. “I couldn’t plant 
the tree from my house or near my house. Somebody could take my 
apples”. His friend listened to the farmer and said: “ Nobody can take 
your apples now, but you have already lost a nice tree”.

Test “TRUE  OR  FALSE”
1. The farmer took an old apple tree.
2. The farmer didn’t know where to plant his apple tree.
3. He planted the apple tree in the garden.
4. The farmer’s friend asked why the tree was in a bad place.
5. The farmer was greedy.



Text1
Maria is a pupil of the fifth form. She is twelve years old. Maria is 
very polite and helpful. Her favourite hobbies are reading books and 
collecting dolls. She has got a very good collection of dolls. Her 
father is a pilot. When he travels he always brings dolls from different 
countries. Maria’s favourite dolls are from Italy and Spain. She has 
got a lot of books about animals because she wants to be a vet. 
Maria has got some pets. She likes to play with her grey kitten and 
two hamsters. 

Test “True or False”
1. Maria is eleven years old.
2. One of her favourite hobbies is reading books.
3. Maria has got a good collection of coins.
4. Her favourite dolls are from Spain and Italy.
5. She likes to play with her black kitten and two hamsters.



Text2
David is a pupil of the fifth form. He is eleven years old. David is tall     and 
sporty. His favourite hobbies are playing basketball and collecting . He   has 
got a very good collection of stamps and badges. His stamps    can tell you 
interesting facts about different countries. David’s badges can show     you 
different kinds of sports. David is popular at school. He is one of  the    best 
basketball players. His basketball team often wins. David usually goes in for 
sports three times a week. 

Test “True or False”
1. David is twelve years old.
2. One of his favourite hobbies is collecting stamps and badges.
3. David is one of the best basketball players.
4. His football team often wins.
5. He usually goes in for sports twice a week.



 Thank 
you!


